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To predict behaviors of future events 
& 

improve success rate under each attack

OBJECTIVE



1. worked on data persistence through InfluxDB

a. installed influxDB and Grafana on 1-5, 1-4 

b. linked InfluxDB + Grafana

i. tested dummy sine wave & actual sensor data csv file  

c. linked InfluxDB + OpenHAB 

i. displayed the actual sensor data on grafana

2. installed REST API on 1-5, switched nodes

3. started mapping out final end-to-end framework architecture

4. used regression for anomaly detection

5. wrote script to identify gaps in data collection

WEEKLY SUMMARY



● persisted the OpenHAB sensor data to InfluxDB 

● data displayed using Grafana

JUL 25: past half hour object and ambient temperature (C)



● import our historical sensor data to InfluxDB 

● data displayed using Grafana

JUL 10 -- JUL 17 :  ambient temp, object temp, humidity



End-to-End Framework 
Architecture



LucidChart



Anomaly Detection

1. used first half of data as training for Elastic Net 

2. random testing samples from second half

3. half of testing samples have small random 
modifications

4. compared distribution of 
RMSE on unmodified and 
modified testing data



Anomaly Detection - cont’d.

1. determined ideal cutoff for RMSE loss (1.35)

2. classified samples with higher loss as falsified 
and samples with lower loss as unfalsified

3. classified with 94% accuracy

4. began working on training other models for 
improved accuracy, such as ARIMA



Gap Detection
1. detects periods of time where data is not being collected 

from the sensors

2. if period of time is large enough, it informs us

3. can be used to identify jamming from Red Team or 
equipment malfunction



1. improve gap detection

a. determine optimal gap size

2. finish our first rough draft of experience paper

3. work on email notifier to send when coffee is ready

4. finish framework architecture diagram

5. work on other regression models

FUTURE WORK



QUESTIONS?


